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1 Introduction

1.1

Let !( be a local field with finite residue dass field ~ of cardinality q. We fix
a prime element 1T of K. All algebraic extensions of K which we consider in
tbe fo11owing are subfields of a fixed separable dosure k of K. In particular
K, denotes tbe unramified extension of K of degree fand J(1r tbe union of a11
finite abelian extensions F/ K such tbat 71'" E NPI K(F X

). A profinite group G
is called metabelian if tbe second commutator group of G is trivial. A finite
normal extension L of K will be called metabelian with respect to fand 1T if
Gal(LK, K 1r / K, K .. ) is abelian. 8ince by dass field theory every finite abelian
extension of K is contained in K, Kr for suitable f it ia dear that every finite
metabelian extension of K is metabelian with respect to a certain f.

The purpose of this paper ia the development of a dass field theory for metabelian
extensions by means of two-step towers of Lubin-Tate extensions: For natural Dum
bers f we construct a locally compact group 9, consisting ofpairs (a,e(X)), where
a E K X aod e(X) ia apower series witb coefficients in the algebraic dosure ! of e,
such that there ia a map W, from 9J anto Gal(L / K) which defines a one-to-one
correspondence between all closed normal subgroups of finite index in g, and all
finite normal extensions L of K which are metabelian with respect to fand 1T.

There is a simple description of the ramification graups of Gal(L/ K) in terms
of tbe corresponding subgroups in fh.

I would like to thank S. Vostokov wha read a preliminary version of the
manuscript and made valuable remarka.

1.2

In this section we recall basic facts of Lubin-Tate theory ({LT], [8], [H)) in a form
which ia convenient for our purposes.

Odenotes the ring of integers and U the group of units of K. Let f(X) :=
xq +1TX and let a E O. Then there is a unique power series [a](X) in O[{X]] such
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Lhat [a](X) = aX + (l:lX 2 + ... and

f((a](X)) = [a](f(X)).

[n part.icular [Jr](X) = f(X).
Let. F(X, Y) he thc formal group law corresponding to f. Then

[ab](X) = [a]((b](X)) ,
[a + b](X) = F([a](X), [b](X))

for a, bE O.
For any integer n ~ 1 thc quotient

llelrnut Koch

is a separable Eisenstein polynomial. Let T = Tn be a root of this polynomial in
k. Then X(T)/ f\" is an abclian extension with

(1\(;')/ l\)T = [lt-1](T) für lt E U

and

C\(;)/l\) T =T.

Furthermore [u](T) = T if ami onl)' if u E Un where U n dcnotes thc n-th group
of principal units of f{.

Ir u = 1 + vJr i with v E 0, then

(1)

which shows that Ui is mappcd by (KT'f"fTK) onto the i-th ramification group of

Gal(I{(T)/I\) in t.he upper numerat.ion. (1) can be proved by means of the formal

group law F(X, Y) corresponding to f(X):

[1 + vJri](X) = F(X. [IIJr
i ](X)) == X + (vJri](X) (mou X . [mri](X)).

Out
[VJri](X) = [v]([Jri](X)) == vX

qi
(mod Jr,X qi +1).

For thc follow ing i t is uscfu I Lo prove (l) wi thou t using F (X I Y) by means cf a
refinement, which is easily proved by induction (see also Lemma 13):

LeUUU8 1 Let lt = 1 + {lJri with v E 0 and

[u](X) = u,X + U2 X 2 + ....
Thel1 for any integer j wii" I S; j :::; i

11" := 0 (mod Jri-i+ 1) 11 2 ~ K S; qi - 1

and
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Now let Kor be the maximal unramified extension of /{ in R I let j( be the com
plction of J(0 r I 6 the ring of integers of j{ I an cl ep ihe Froben ius automorphism
of k / J(. Then ep induces an automorphism of [{[[X]] such that ep(X) =X. This
extension of<p will be denoted by ep, too.

Furthermore let 1f' be a prime element of J{ and J'(X) = XIJ + "Tr' X. Then
there exists apower series w(X) E Ö[[X]] such that w(X) = w\ X + W2X2 + .. "
WI E ÖX and

t(w(X)) =rpw(f(X)).

Ir Wr is a further solution of (2), then

Wl(X) =w([u](X)) with u E U.

1.3

(2)

In this sedion we define the group 9/.
Let a E f{x and u = 7T-

v (a)a, where J/ denotes tbe exponential valuation of [(
with v( 7T) = 1. Let

[u](X) =uX + U2X2 + ...
and let bbe tbe residue dass of b E 0 in t. 'Ve denote by {u }(X) the power series

in t[[X]] corresponding to [u](X).
Furthermore let r be the algebraic closure of t and let ep be the Frobenius

automorphism of t/k.
Then 9/ is defined as the set of pairs (a,~(X)) such that a E f(X and ~(X) E

t[[X]] x saiifies the equation

r.pf~(X) = e(X){ u }(X)X- 1
• (3)

It is weIl known (see e. g. [H , p. 48]) that (3) has always a solution and if ~u(X)
is a fixed solution, then the set of all solutions of (3) is

where tJ denotes the extension of t of degree J.
The multiplication in 9J is defined by

with GI ="Trv(a; )Ui, i =1,2.
The pair (ala2'~I(X)ep-v(ad6({u}(X)))belangs ta 9/. In fact

<pIeI (.X)<p/ - v(a.)6( {u}(X)) =
el (X){ u.}(X)X-I . <p-v(a 1 )6( {u.}(X)){ U2}( {ud(X)){u.}(X)-\ =

el (X)<p-v(a 1 )e2( {UI}( X)){ U1U2 }(X)X-I .
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lt is easy Lo see tbat the multiplieation is associative. The unit element is (1,1)

and the inverse of (a, ~(X)) is (a-1, IPJI(a)~ ({ u- 1 }(x)) -1). Hellee 9J is agroup.

\Ve define a topology in 9J by means of a system of su bgrou ps Vn ,h, n, h E N,
in g/:

Vn,h =
((a,€(X)) III(a) == 0 (mod hl), u == 1 (mod 7r

n
), €(X) == 1 (mod sm)},

where m := qn - qn-l, I := mqf(q/ - 1) and u := a7r- v(a).

lt is clear that the interseetion of the groups Vn,h is {I}. Henee we ean take
them as a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 1 for the topology of y/.
Later on (2.2) we will see that the groups Vn,h are normal su bgroups of y/.
Remark. Let (a, €(X» be a pair in 9/ and u = a1r- v(a). Then u is uniquely
dctermined by €(S).

In fact,

{u }(X) + X lP"€(X) .€(X)-1

by (3). Furthermore let R be the system of representatives of ein 0 eonsistiog of
oand the q - i-th reots of unity aod let .

U = 11:'0 + 0'1 7T + .. " Q'i E R.

We write u in tbe form u = bn + Cn + dn with

Cn = on 7Tn ,

dn On+1 7rn+1 + a n +2 7rn+2 + ...

Then

where Hn is apower series in [an](X), [bn](X), [cn](X) without linear terms. Sinee

we have

Uqn:;;Q'n+9n(ao, ... ,an-.) (mod1T), n=O,l, ... ,

w here 9n (0'0, ... , an -1) is a polynom ial in 0'0, ... , Qn -1. Now the assertion follows
by induetion Qver 71.

1.4

\Ve define standard extensions [{(n) / J{ such that every finite extension of f{ whieh
is metabelian with respcet ta fand 7r is eontained in J(n) K nr for a certain n

(Theorem 3).
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Let I(X) = xq + rrX as in 1.2 and let {Tn I n = 1,2, ...} be a sequence of
elements of i\· such that

where JCnJ(X) denotes the 71-th iteration of the power series I(X). Furthermore
let

9n(Y) :::: yqJ + TnY

and let Vn be an element of R such that

with m =qn - qn-l. \Ve put

J.'(n) l-~ ('Tl TI)\ := \/1n,l'n, I := mql(qj - 1).

By Lubin-Tate theory Vn is a prime element ofthe fully ramified extension K(n) / K/.

Hence K/(Tnl V;.) = J{/(Vn ).

Proposition 2 [{(n) / f{ is a normal extension.

Proof. Sy Lubin-Tate theory over !,,:j{TnL the extension K(n)/Kj(Tn) belongs to
the subgroup H := (Tn )1/ j (l + 'lJm) of K j (Tn ) x I where 'lJ denotes the prime ideal
of f{ j (Tn ). Let 7] be an automorphism of J( j (Tn ) / J{. For the proof of Proposition
2 it is sufficient to show that (7]Tn )1/ f belongs to H. More generally for any prime
element 1I'"n of Kj(Tn ) one has

(4)

In fact

and
wmq = ~Vq"(q-l) E 1+ '-Pm. 0

\Ve call J(n) a standard extension of K with respect to I.

1.5

Now we formulate Dur main results. Proofs will be given in the following chapters.

TheoreUl 3 For every finite metabelian extension L 01 K with respeet to I there
exists a standard extension K(n) with respeet to f such that L is conlained in
K(n)J(nr.
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Theorem 4 Let gen) be a standard extension 0/ [( with respect to f. Then there
i5 a surjective homomorphism ~ / 0/9/ outo Gat(I(n) j I<) wiih kerne! Vn ,l' The
restrietion 0/ ~ / (a, ~(X)) to [{/ (Tn ) is the automorphism corresponding to a- I by
class fie/d theory.

Theorem 5 Let QJi be the i-th ramification group 0/ l\'(n) / /{ in the !ower numer
ation. Then the jumps ,\ 0/ the senes

appear /or"\ = q/j - 1, j = 0, 1, ... , m - 1, m = qn - qn-l. Furthennore,

4' j l(QJqh_d =
{(u,€(X))1 u == 1 (mod 1T

i ) with j::; qi -I, €(X) == 1 (mod Xi)}.

2 The Homomorphism <P/

In this chapter we prove Theorem 4.

2.1

First we prove two propositions, whieh will be used in the following.

Proposition 6 Let i.p - 1 be the homomorph i5m 0/6[[Xl} x into itse// which sends
a(X) to I(JQ(X)ja(X). Then 'P - 1 is surjective and its kernel is O[[X]] x .

Proof. Let Uo +uIX +... be in the kernet of r.p - 1. Then Ui = ~Ui for i = 0, 1, .. "'
and it follows (see e. g. [SCL, p. 208]) that Uj E O. On the other hand it is clear
that every element of O[[X]] x is in the kernel of lfJ - 1.

Now we prove that i.p - 1 is surjeetive. Let 0'0 + O'lX + ... be an arbitrary
element of Ö[[X]]x. The elements of Ö[[Xl]X can be written uniquely in the form

We show by ind uction on i that there are €o I €I, •.. ,€i 5U eh that

i i

L 0',0: XII: == ~€o .€ö 1 II (1 + 'P€"X"')(l + €II:XII:)-I (mod X':+ I ).
11:=0 ~=l

For i = 0 we have to salve the equat.ion
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wh ich has a solution (see e. g. [SCL, p. 209]). Now assurne that €o, ... 1 €i exists
and we are looking for €i+l with

i+l i+l

L a",X'" == 'P€o . €ö 1 II (1 + 'P€",X"')(l + €",X")-l (mod X i +Z
).

",=0 ",=1

Since

€i+l has to satisfy an equation of the form

(5)

with

i+l i

ßi+l Xi+l == L a",X'" - 'P€o . €ö 1 rr (1 + 'P€",X")(1 + €",XX)-1 (mod Xi+z).
x=o x=1

(5) has a solution by Hensel's Lemma. 0

Proposition 7 Let u(X) E O[[X]J be of the form

Then there is a senes

w(X) Y) = Wl(X)Y +Wz(X)y 2 + ...

with WI(.X) E Ö[[X]]X and Wi(X) E Ö((X» fOT i = I) 2,... (i. e. Wi(X) has ihe
form

co

Wi(X) =L (}:ijXj
) Ctij E Ö,

j=jo

with jo E ;;Z) I su eh that

w(X, y)q + u(X)w(X, Y) =cpw(X) yq + XY). (6)

wt{X) is uniquely determined by (6) up ta an arbitrary factaT in O[[X]] x. Ifwl (X)
is jixed, then Wi(X) is uniquely deLermincd for i = 2,3 1 , •••

Praof. \Ve determine Wi(X) by induction over i. For i = 1 the assertion is
Proposition 6. Assume that wdX), ... I wl.Y) are al ready determined such timt
for
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the congruence
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is satisfiecl. Then Wi+l (X) has to satisfy the equation

rpwi+l (X)X i
+

1
- Wi+l (X)u(X) = ~(X),

where <1>( X) denotcs tbc coefficicnt of yi+l in the series

Olle can rewrite (7) as folIows:

where the operator 6 is given by

Then

(7)

Wi+l(X) =-(1 + 6 + 62 + .. .)u-l(X)~(XL
where the series on the righ t- hand is weil defined since the series X1+ 1 u(X) - 1 is
of order i ~ 1. 0

2.2

Now we consider the extension g(n) / J( defined in 1.4. We fix n and wri te

T := Tn , V:= Vn .

lt follows from Lubin-Tate theory that K(T)/ f{ and Kj(V)/ J(f are fuHy ramified
abcl ian extensions of c1egrce (Jn - qn-I and qfm - qf(rn-I) I m =qn _ qn -I.

Let u E U and W (X 1 Y) apower series of the form

W(X 1 }') =WI(X)Y +W2(X)y2 + ...

with Wt(X) E Ö[[XJ]X, Wi(X) E Ö((X)), i =2,3, ..., such that

w(X. }'FJ + [u](X)w(X, Y) = <(!w(X,yqJ + XV). (8)

By Proposition 7, w(X 1 Y) exists and is uniquely determined up to a factor in
of ([X]] x of w1(X). Furthermore the proof of Proposi tion 7 shows that Wi (T) lies

in the ring of integers of thc field j( (TL i =1, 2, ....
Let. 1Ju be the automorphism of [{I(T)/ K with

1Ju(T) = [u](T)
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\Ve put

Then (8) implies
9[u](T){w{T, Y)) = cplw{T, 9T{Y)),

hence

and

9[::]()T)(w(T, V)) = 0

w(T, V) lies in k(V) and in the normal closure of K(V). Therefore w(T, V) is
contained in f(/(V) = l{(n) and

~u(V) = w(T, V),

~ulKI = 1

defines an Clutomorphism of J{(n) / f{ whose restriction to K, (T) is 11u '

By Proposition 7 w(X, }/') is uniquely determined by u and Wl(X), Let 'Hf be
thc set of aH pairs

(a'Wl(X))

such that a E p;x 1 Wl(X) E O([X]]X and

<pf Wt (X)X = Wt (X)[u](X), u = a1r- v(a).

\\'e define a group structure in HJ by means of

(compare l.:~).

Futhermore we associate to (a, Wl (X)) the automorphism T = \VJ (a, Wt (X))
with

TV = w(T, V),

Tlh"r = <p-v(a).

Theormll 8 1.1' J is a slIrjective h01llomorphism from 'Hf onto Gal(I«(n) / K).

Proof Let (a,wd"'Y)), (a',w~(X)) be two elements of 'HJ and let T, r' be thc
corresponding automorphisms of /\"(,,) / h" by q,J. Then

TT'V =<p-v(alW'(TT, TV) = <p-v(a)w'([u](T),w(T, V)),
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where w(X! Y), W'(X ,Y) are the power genes determined by (aIWl(X)),
(a' ,W~ (X)). The power series

ep-v(a)W'([u](X),w(X, Y))

has initial coefficient

and satisfies (8).
This shows that 'Ii' 1 is a homomorphism. Let 1]~ be an automorphism of [{(n) 11{

whose restrietion to [(,(T) is 1]u' Then 11~~~1 is an automorphism of /{ln) ll\dT)
and contained in Imw1 by Lubin-Tate thcory over f{1(T). 0

Theorem 9 The kernet 01 '111 consists 01 fhe elements (a, Wl (X)) with

lI(a) :;:: 0 (mod I), u == 1 (mod 1l"T1)

and
Wl(X) :;:: 1 (mod X m ,11'").

(9)

(10)

Proof. (9) means that '1f1(a,wl(X)) fixes J<I(T). Then! by dass field theory
over !(I(T), wa(T)-1 corresponds to \If,(a,wl(X)), Therefore W,(a,wI(X)) is the
identity if and ooly if

wl(T) == 1 (mod rm).

This is equivalent to (10) since f{ (T)1f{ is fully ram ificd of degree m =qTl _ qn - 1 .

o

Theorem 9 shows that w, factors through the natural projection ofH, onto (h.
We define 4>J as in tbe corresponding homomorphism of 9J onto Gal(J«n)1J().

Then accord ing to Theorem 9 thc kernel of 1>, is VTI, 1. Th is shows Theorem 4.

2.3

Let J( n ,h) := J« n) J(/ h . Then repeating 2.2 for th instead of I one proves the
following extension of Theorem 4.

TheoreUl 10 Let 'iJ!jh) be the mapping Irom (h into Gal(K(n,h)1K) with

\{t(h)tIK~ - I,,-I'(a)J 111 - T ,

where t := (a, ~(X)). Then wjh) is a surjective homomorphism with kernel Vn,h.
o
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In this chapter we determine the ramification groups of the extensions f{lo) / f{.

But first we consider more general extension of l\.

3.1

Let n , m and I be arbitrary natural numbers, let Ln = f{J(Tn ) with T n as in 1.4 ,

and let Lhm)/ Ln be the extension corresponding to the subgroup (T~)(1 + '+tm )

of L~ with h := (qJ - l)qm. In particular if m = qH - qU-l , then L~m) ;;;
K(n)[(Jh{q_l)'

One shows as in 1.4 that the extension L~m)/ j{ is normal. We want to deter

mine the orders of the ramification groups of L~m) / K.

Theorem 11 The jumps r > 0 01 the ramification filtration {~l;rl rE IR+} 01
Gal(L~m) / I<) in the upper numeration are

r = i - (qi _ 1 _ p.)/(qi _ qi-l)

with p. = 1, ... 1 m - I, where i is detennined by the condition

qi -1 _ 1 < J-l ~ qi - I,

and r E Z with r< n, qr - 1 ~ m.
The order 0/ W fpr such r is given as lollows:

il
il
il

i ~ Tl,

i> Tl,

r E LZ,

11'(1') ~ m,
ljJ(r) $ m,
r$n,1jJ(r»m,

where 11'(r) denotes the inverse 0/ the l/erb rand fu.netion 0/ Ln / J(.

Proof. Let rE IR+. Any T E ~r can be written uniquely in the form

T =ryu,

where Ti is a fixed extension of some TJ E mr(Ln/ J{) and (j E Q1tP(r)(L~lm) / Ln)' The
fu nction 1,b( r) is given by

11'( r) = qr - 1 for r E PI u {O}

and linear interpolation for r r;. MU {O}. Now the Theorem follows from

Imr(Ln / K)I qn{r},

Im!,lJ(r)(L~m) / Ln)l = qJ(m-{!,lJ(r)}),

where {s} denotes the smallest integer i with s ::; i. 0
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3.2
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In this section we prove Theorem 3. We have the following characterization of the
fields L~m):

Proposition 12 L~m) is maximal in the set 0/ all normal extensions lvf/ J( with
the properties:

1. M contains Ln.

2. M/ Ln is abelian and its intertia degree di vides h with h := (qf - 1)qm .

9. The ramification group Q)lp(m){A1/K) is trivial, where tp denotcs the Her
brand funetion 0/ Ln / K.

Proof The subgroup of L~ corresponding to 1\1 by dass field theory over Ln
contains 1 + ~m and Sh for same prime element S of Ln. In particular I L~m) / Ln
belongs to (T~){1 + t,pm) and contains therefore Sh.

Since L~m) / Ln is normal aod has property 3, we see that L~m) is maximal in
the set of extensions A1/ J( with the properties 1.-3. 0

Now we corne to the proof of Theorem 3.
Every extension lvf of J( which is metabelian with respect to fand 1r is

contained in KnrL~m) for some n and m. Furthermore the ramification group

W{L~m){Tnl)/K) is trivial for r> max{tp{m),n' -l}. Hence M ~ K(nl)Knr for
n' 2 <p{m) + 1 by Proposition 12.

3.3

In this section we consider the ramification groups of standard extensions. We fix
n and we write T:= Tn , V := Vn .

Let u := 1+ V7f'i with v E 0 and k := qi - 1. Then

[u]{T) == T + vTk+1 (mod T k+2
)

by Lemma 1. Let ~ E Ö such that

J
~q - € == v (mod 1r).

Then there exists Wl E Ö[[T]] such that

Wl == 1+ €Tk (mod T k +1
)

aod
wdu](T) = I{JI Wl . T.

We need the following lemma, which is a generalization of Lemma 1.

( 11 )

(12)

(13)
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Lenlma 13 Let
W(Y) =w1Y +W2 y2 + ...

be apower senes with coefficients in Ö[[T]] such Ih at

where Wl satisfies (J2).
Then for alJ j with 1 $ j ~ k

W /t := 0 (mod TA: - j +I ) if 2 < K < qfi - 1

and

13

(14)

Proof. w(Y) with (14) exists by usual Lubin-Tat.e theory (1.2). First of all let
j = 1. Then W/t = 0 for 2 :$ '" $ qJj - 1 and

wqJ:= (epfWl-w1J)T-l =.~qJTk-l (mod T k ).

Now we assurne that Lern rna 13 is proved for all fi,' < fi, ancl q1i < K :$ qf (j+I) ,

K > qJ. Then one has the following congruence for W/t:

qJ
w1i./qJ + Tw"

TW/t _

epfw/t/qJ +~w"T" (mod Tk-j+l) if qJj,,;,

epfw/tT/t (mod Tk-j+l) if qJ f n..

If K =qi+l, then
Jj k-' k . 1

W/t/qJ =. e T J (mod T -J+ ),

hence

Now we come 1.0 the proof of Theorem 5.
Let u = 1+ V1r

i
1 V E O. Then there is ~(X) E t[[X]] with

~(X) := 1 + ~Xq'-l (mod X qi
),

where
J

€q - E. == v (mod iT),

such thaI. (u,~(X)) E 9/ and

<l»J(u ,E.(X))(V) =. V +~qJol: vqJol: (mod VqJol:+l)
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with Ic := qi - 1. Hence

and if v E U, then

Helmut Koch

c1Jj(U}~(X)) ~ mqJL

Since auy (u ,~(X)) E 9j has the form (u, ~(X)F](X)) with 7](X) E tj[[X]]. Theo
rem 5 follows now from Lubin-Tate theory over K,(T). 0
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